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Cas^, Pelx)risi E./M.Sv /Forestry 
. An Examinatioii of Site and Thinning Effects on Understoiy Vegetaticm 
in Second^jrdwtii Forests Of Southeastern Alaska (82 pp.) 
Director: Paul B. Alaback ^ 
In serai' (aged 15 to 38 years) hemlpck-spruce {Tsuga heterophylla-Picea 
sitchensis) foreste in souiheast(^ Alaska, I evaluated the ecological effects of 
traditional (fixed-spaced) and non-traditional (yariable-spaced) thinning 
protbcbls on undferStory composition, vertical structure, and plant species 
diversity. This study extends current knowledge of seoond-growth ecplogy by 
examining vegetative response to variable-spaced ttuimiiig on poorly 
drained, moderately drained, and well drained sites, both immediatdy and 
three to four years after tlurming. 
Before thinning, the pit-and-mound microtopography and low site-potential 
of poorljr drained sites appeared to support greater forage species, plant spedes 
diversity, and vertical structural complexity than either mbderately or well 
(grained sites. After thinning, uliderstory species responded independently to 
fixed-spaced thinning and variabl^spaced thinning. Because of hig^y 
variable and subtle understory response, site specific factors, and smaU sample 
size, I was uriable tp demonstrate cleat differences in underetory response 
between these thinning treatments. Future remeasurement of imderstory 
response may yield a clearer distinction between tiiese thinning treatments. 
initial site conditions, initial vegetative composition/ successional stage, 
time since thinning, and other factors were responsible for reported 
abtmdance of vmderstOry specks after thinning. Fprest m^agers need to 
consider all of these factors wiien selecting sites for iiuiiiiing for wildlife 
habitat ^/V 
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Intro^ttctipn \ 
Clearcuttihg has sigiiificantly altered iiriderstpry species composition and 
stand structure of old^growlli western Kemlocic {Tsuga heterophylla) and 
Sitka spruce (Picefl sitchensis) forests in southeastern Alaska:, producing late-
serai sttods characterized by a closed canopy and conspi^ous lack^of 
imderstdry vegetation: (Alaback, 1982a; 1982b; 1984; Alaback & Herman, 1988). 
These second-growth forests are more homogeneous, more dense, and less 
biologically diverse than old-growih forests (Alaback, 1995). 
Succession following clearcuttin^g is dramatically different from succession 
following natural disturbances which perpetuate old-growth forests in 
southeastern Alaska. In old-growth forests, windstoms frequently uproot a 
single tree or a ^all group of trees creating small-scale canopy gaps (less than 
500 m2 in size), which quickly revegetate diverse tmd^rstory vegetation 
commimities (Alaback & Tappeiner, 1991; Tappeiner & Alaback, 1989). In 
contrast, most clearcuts in jsoutheastem Alaska represent a very large-scale 
disturbance (15 to 80 hectoes in size). 
Competition between plants for light plays a key role in structiumg old-
growth plant cominunities (Alaback, 1982a; l^rbour, Burk, & Pitts, 1980; 
Cannell & Grace, 1993). By dramatically increasing the amount of light 
available to the understory and the unique distxirbance regime characteristic 
of pld-growth forests, clearcutting replaces open, old-growth ecosystems with 
dense stands in the stem-exclusion stage of developmept within 20 years after 
clearcutting (^aback, 1990; Alaback & Juday, 1989; Brady & Hanley, 1982; 
.>v ^ ^ . •• 
Harris, 1989; Oliver & Larson, 1990; Ruth & Harris, 1979; Veblen & Alaback, 
1995). \ : 
^ ^ ' . ' . ',l 
Uhtiiinned early- tp nciidrseral stands (i5 to 38 years old) offer less vertical 
structural diversity, fewer carppy gaps, fewer snags, and fewer unique 
structural atttibutes important for old-growth dependent bird and manunal 
species than the old-growth forests they replace (Alaback, 1984; U.S D. A-
Forest Service, 1981). MacArthur et aL (1961) reported that heterogeneous 
staiiids composed of multi-layered foliage attract numerous bird species. 
Studies in southeast Alask| also suggest a relationship between canopy 
structure and bird species abimdance (DellaSala, Engel, D.P.Volsen, & 
Fairbanks, 1994; Kessler, 1979; !^essler & Kogut, 1985). l^andscapes consisting 
of stands in differmt developmental stages offering a mixture Of contiguous 
forest and gaps May provide necessary habitat for bird species (Hunter, 1990). 
Sitka black-tiailed deer, for instance, prefer spatially heterogeneous old-growth 
forests of western hemlock and Sitka spruce. These forests provide better 
snow ret^tion and *more abundant brOwse and forage than dense, mid-seral, 
second-growth stands. PreviotB research has documented a rapid loss of 
understory forage for'Sitka black-tailed deer and increased snowpack in ^ 
second-growtii forests, which may lead to declines in deer populations 
(Hanley, Robbins, & Spalinger, 1989; Kirchhoff & Sdioen, 1987; Wallmo & 
Schoen, 1980). In the absence of an irregular, broken fbrest canopy, aggj^ssive 
woody shrubs out-compete the understory forbs and herbs which are inost 
nutritious for deer. 
Tiae Fores^^ frequently suggests that thinning may improve habitat for 
deer and bird species in managed forests (U.S.D.A. Forest Service, 1981); 
however, few studies docum^t the effects of thinning on habitat of wildlife 
species in second-rgrowth stands (Alaback & Tappeiiier, 1984; DellaSaia, et al., 
1994). Most of the studies that do exist have only sampled one thinning 
protocol, fixed-spaced thinning, on highly productive well drained sites. 
Such sites only comprise a simall fraction of land in soutiieastem Alaska. 
Besides, the effects of fixed-space4 thirining may be short-lived. Fixed-spaced 
thinning treatments of standard (12 feet X 12 feet) and wide (20 feet X 20 feet) 
spacings lead to a successional stage dominated by woody shrubs and western 
hemlock saplings (Alaback & Herman, 1988; Alaback & Tappeiner, 1984; Deal 
&; Farr, 1994; Doerr & Sandburg 1986; Farr & Harris, 1971). Rapid dominance 
by western hemlock hastens the onset of the stem exclusion stage of stand 
development (Oliver Larson, 1990), thus reducing forage and browse for 
d^r and habitat for bird species. Fixed-spaced thinning appears to have only 
short-lived effects, with required re-treatm,ent as frequently as every ten to 
fifteen years!. 
In this study I evaluated variable-spaced thinning, a non-traditidnal thinning 
technique, which replaces the rigid spatial requiremraits of fixed-spaced 
thinning with a ttlore flexible spatial design. By creating a heterogeneous 
patdiwork of trees interspersed with open areas of variable spacing, I 
predicted that variable-spaced thinning would diversify forest jtmcroclimate, 
increase biodiversity, and enhance forest structure. 
Pers. comm., Paul Alabadt, Uraversity^fMointana, 5/5/96. 
. ^ ^ ••• ' 4 
My objectives were four-fold: , 
1. To describe initial site factors such as tree site index, microsite 
variabijity, ^d overstory structure; 
2. To examine the influence of site factors on understory composition, 
vertical structure, and species diversity; 
3. To examine the influence of variable-spaced thinning on overstory 
structure; 
4. To examine tiie influence of thirming on understory composition, 
vertical structure, and species diversity. 
Methods 
Study Area 
Prince of Wales Island (POW) is located in soutiieastem Alaska (56° Ol'N, 
132° 51'W). Long-term ecological research on POW provides baseline 
iliformation oh pverstory and understory response to different thinning 
intensities (Alaback & Tappeiner, 1984; Deal & Farr, 1994; Farr & Harris, 1971) 
Most merchantable forest acreage on POW is in some regenerative stage of 
second-growth forest. Twenty percent of high productive old-growiJi forest 
(includes low, medimh, and high timber volumes) has been converted to 
second-growth forest l>y clearcutting 2. 
Experimental Design 
Collection of Case Studies 
I described site and thinning effects on xmderstory vegetation at four clearciits. 
All clearcuts selected represented a range of site potential, soil drainage, plant 
association and initial vegetative conditions. They were similar in sjope, 
aspect, and elevation. However, insufficient replication of site factors, 
thinning treatments, and response variables in the four clearcuts forced me to 
consider selected sites in each clearcut as separate case studies (Tiable 1). 
Table 1. Soil productivity, thinning treatment^, site age, and response v^ables measured at 
eaich clearcut. ("Y" meatxs variable was m^astired). 
Clearcut Soil Thinning Age Response 
hi med lo vs fs co y o initiallater cover vertical diversity It^ght 
Polk Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Staney Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Yatuk Y Y Y Y Y Y ' Y Y Y 
Goose Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 
Pers. colnm., John Day, US Forest Service, Tongass Land Managemerit Planner, Juneau, AK, 
6/26/97 
. 5  
Originally, my design was to select four clearcuts with three sites of different 
site potential and to assign three thirtning treatmente to each site. For 
example, of the four clearcuts, Staney, Yatuk, and Goose had been clearcut at 
the same time, but soil drainage, thinning date and thinning treatments were 
different (Table 2). The fourth clearcut. Polk, ^as older than the others; in 
addition. Polk differed from Yatuk and Goose in thinning date and thinning 
treatment, and from Staney in sampling design (Table 2). 
Site Descriptions 
Yatuk Limestone is well drained. Its plant association is uniformly Tsuga 
heterophylln/ VacciniumI Dryopteris austriaca, one of the most productive 
plant ^^sociations in southeastern Alaska (Table 2). Microtopography is a 
honeycomb of uriifonnly shaUoW/ closed sinkholes in karst^topography. 
Yatuk Till is poorly drained witti prominent skunk cabbage swale, hummock> 
and old mound microtopography. Plant association is a mixture of Tsuga 
heterophylla - Thuja plicata/ Vaccinium, and Tsuga heterop'hylla - Thuja 
plicata/ Vaccinium/ Lysichiton amerieanum which is a forested wetjiand and 
characteristic of pit-and-moimd microtopography. 
Goose Till is moderately drained, and its microtopography i^ a matrix of forest 
floor and skunk cabbage swale. Pl^t association is one of the most 
productive: tsuga heterophylla/Vaccinium (Tahle 2). 
o-'  I ' . ' .  ;  V ^ :•••••.• 7  
Tabk 2. Soil series, relative soil drainage 4nd pl^t ̂ sodaticm for all sites. Plant association 
was adapted from old-growtii stage of stmd development (Dfemeo, Martin, & Wegt, 1993). (VS 
, Site ' "• Soil Series Soil Drainage Plant Association 
Staney 
Limestone 
Control Ulloa High TSHE/VACCI/ OPHO 
VS Ulloa High TSHEA^ACCl/ DRAU 
Sidney Till 
Wadlelgh TSHE-THPL/ VACCI Control Moderate 
Kina and Maybeso Low TSHE-THPL/ VACCI/ LYAM 
VS,,-: • Sarkar High TSHE-THPL/ VACCI 
• )  
Mitkof Moderate TSHE-TOTL/ VACCI/ LYAM 
Kina and Maybeso Low 
Wadleigh Very Low 
Polk Organic, 
I 
Control •Traitors High TSHE-THPL/ VACCI 
Kaikli Ve^ Low TSHE-THPL/ VACCI/ LYAM 
Staney Very Low 
VS 
Polk Mineral 
Control 
VS : 
Goose Till 
Control 
VS 
FS • 
Helm 
St. Nicholas 
Kaikli 
Kina 
Tolstoi and McGilvery 
Traitors and McGilvery 
Tolstoi 
Traitors 
Karta and Tolstoi 
\ 
Karta 
• Moderate 
Low 
Very Low 
Very Low 
Karta and Tolstoi 
Maybeso 
Yatuk Limestone 
Control Ulioa and Sarkar 
VS 
FS 
Ulloa. and Sarkar 
Ulloa and garkar 
High 
Hi^ 
High 
Moderate 
Moderate 
Moderate 
Very- Low 
• High • 
High V 
High 
TSHE-THPL/ VACCl 
TSHE-THPL/ VACCI/ LYAM 
TSHEA^ACCI/ I^RAU 
TSHEA^ACCI/ DRAU 
y TSHl^ACa 
tsheavacci 
TSHEfVACa 
TSHEA^ACGI/ DRAU 
TSHE/VACCU DRAU 
TSHEWACCI/ DRAU 
Kble Z(c<«\timi^ f : ; ' • • - ^ ^ v 
Site Soil Series Soil Drainage Plapt Association 
YatiiK Till 
Control Wadleigh tow TSHE-THPL/ VACCI 
TSHE-tHPy VACGI/ LYAM 
VS Wadleigh Low TSHE-THPL/ VACGI 
TSHE-THPL/ VACCI/ LYAM 
FS Wadleigh Low 
f ' 
TSHE-THPL/ VACGI , 
TSHE-THPL/ VACGI/ LYi^ 
Poljc Mineral is well drained and consists of residuum and colluvium ^^itic 
bedrock as parait materials (Taljle 2). Plant association of Polk Mineral is 
Tsuga heterophyUa/ Vaccinium/ Dryopteris austriaea and has a high 
potential tree productivity (Table 2). Pci^lk Mineral and Polk Organic are 
hydrologically connected. Water drains dowirslope from Polk Mineral and is 
collected in Polk Organic's deep organic deposits overlaying an impermeable 
layer of glacial till. 
Polk Organic is poorly drained. Glacial till bedrock of this site is impermeable 
to subsurface drainage and soils ^re relatively deep (Table 2). Polk Organic 
has variable microtopographic features: hiimmocks, old mounds, skunk 
cabbage swales, and stumps. Plant associatioiis ofPolk Orgaiuc are forested 
wetlands: fsuga heterophylla - Thuja plicata / Vaccinium; and T$uga 
heterophyUa - Thuja pUcata f Vacciniiim / Lysichitoti americanum (Table 2). 
Staney Till is podriy drained. Two plant associations characterize Staney Till: 
tsuga heterophylla - Thuja plicata / Vaccmium; and Tsuga heterophylla -
Thuja plicata / Vaccmium / Lysichiton afnericanum (Table 2). These plant 
associations are forested wetlands. Variable soil-drainage patterns reflect i 
heterogeneous microtopography. Small inclusions of poorly drained soils are 
found in depressions filled with paludified water and well drained soils are 
found on hummocks (raised organic mounds). Tr^s grow out of 
hxmimocks, deca5^g logs, stumps^ and reclining rootmoimds. This "pit and 
mouivd" ^pography was created by centuries of windthroW and soil mixing 
(DeMeo et al. 1992). Principle microtppogrftphy categories observed at St^ey 
Till are as follows: old mound, skimk cabbage swale, low limestone ridges, 
linifomi gentle slope, and seasonally ponded ferns. 
Staney Limestone is well drained. Microtopography is honeycombed; 
shallow, closied siii^oles occur in the karst topography (Table 2). Plant 
associations for Staney Limestone Variable-Spaced and Staney Limestone 
Control are ditferent and Me discussed s^arately. 
Plant association for Sfaney Limestone Variable-Spaced is Tsuga 
heterophpW yaccinium/ Dryopteris austriaca (TSHE/VACCI/DRAU), one 
of the most productive ass^iations because of its excellent soil dra^^inage and 
nutrient availability (Table 2). 
i ' • 
Plant Association for Staney Limestone Control is Tsuga heterophylla/ 
Vacciniuml Oplopanax horridus (TSHp/VACCI/OPHG), characterized by 
more brpkto Slopes and sideslope topography (Tabje 2). Indicator species for 
thK association— Devil's Club and Salmonberry — indicate frequent 
disturbance (frornt windthrow or water action) and subsurface lateral 
movement of water. 
Thinning Treahnent History and Site Selection 
Yatuk ai^ Goose ' 
To study immediate overstory an^ vegetation response to thirming treatment 
on sites with different soil drainages, I compared variable^spaced thinning 
(VS), fixed-spaced thinning (FS), and imthirmed control (control) at a well 
and poorly drained site at Yatuk and a moderately drained site at Goose 
(thinning prescriptions in Appendix A). Within the thinning boundary, I 
defined well and poorly drained^ites by assessing soil se^es, plant-indicator 
species, plant association, tree stocking, tree height, and microtopography 
(Table 1). Y^tuk ^d Goose were clearcut in 1975 and were 20 years old when 
thinnedi ' Nevertheless, Yatuk Limestone (well drained) and Goose Till 
(moderately drained) were imdergoing^^stem exclusion; Yatuk Till (poorly 
drained) was tmdergoing stand-initiation (Oliver & Larson, 1990). 
Staney and Polk 
To study overstory and imderstory response after three to four growing 
seasons, I compared VS and control on well and poorly drained sites at 
Staney and Polk. Well drained sites were undergoing steift exclusion and 
poorly drained sites were undergoing stand-initiation (Oliver & Larson, 1990). 
In 1992 arid 1993, the Forest Service experimented with variable-spaced 
tiiinning at Polk and Staney to enhance deer forage and winter thermal cover. 
' I ' - l  
Staney 20 years old, and Polk was 38 years old when ttiiimed. Forest 
Service did not have a record of unthinrvsd controls for these VS treatanents. 
In Staney and Polk, I selected VS study sites based on adherence to thinning 
contract. Within the thinning boundary, I defined well and poorly drained 
sites by assessing soil series, plant-indicator species/plant association, tree 
stocking, tree height, and mitrotopography (Table 1). In order to have a 
control on similar well and poorly drained site conditions, I matched each 
VS stand with a control stand of sim:ilar soil series, aspect, elevation, and 
slopte using aerial photographs, soil series maps, and USGS topograj^hic maps, 
I walkied through each control stand and subjectivdy defined a study area that 
matched its VS coimterpart in terms of presence of plant-indicator species, 
plant association, tree stocking, tree height, and microtopography. 
Forest Service soil scientists verified soil series for each VS and control 
treatments by digging one or more soil pife in each site. I verified plant 
association by estimating percentage of overstory cover of tree species in 
accordance witii methods to^ign plant association in old-growth stands 
(Dem^, et al., 1993). Finally, I surrounded each thiimed st^d with a sixty-
foot buffer of unthinned, second-growth forest. 
Sample Design 
Yatuk and Goose 
To collect baseline information on underStory and overstory in 1994~one year 
prior to thinning—the Forest Service ^tablished two 30rm pre-treatment 
transects in each proposed VS, FS, and control (Figure 1). In 1996,1 measured 
xinderstory variables on these pre-treatment transects. To quantify additional 
overstory variables, I randomly located two 65-m overstory feahsects in each 
treatment (Figure 1). 
I „ • •/ 
VATUK 
UMESTONE [-Spaced f Thinned 
imderstorj'^ and 
overstory transects 
Unthirmed 
Control 
Fixed-Spacei 
Thinned 
YATUK TILL 
understoiy and 
overstory transects Variable-Spacedl 
tThinned / 
Figure 1. Layout of variable-spaced, fix^-spaced, and cohtrpl treatments and understoFy< ^d 
overstory transects at Yatuk Limestone and Yatuk Till. 
•: •• •• • • -1. 
Stanejr and Polk , 
To collect baiselirie informatibn on imderstory and overstbly prior to 
tjiinning at Polk and Staney, in 1991 and 1992 the Forest Service established 
pre-treaiment transects. In 1996, toee to four years later, I remeasured fliese 
pre-treatment transects. 
.^o in 1996, to qu^tify additional overstory and understory viriibles for 
each VS and Control treatment at Polk and Staney, I randomly located two 65-
m overstory transects and three 90d-m2 imderstory macrp^lots in each 
treatanent (Figure 2). I measured overstory heights and DBH on overstory 
transects, aiid I nieasured additional overstory and understory variables on 
itiicroplots within macroplots (Figure 3). 
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Figiire 3. Microplqt layout for uhderstory percent cover and vertical structure, overstory ages, 
and substrate variab^ty in ^ch macroplot (0.01 hectM^) in Polk and Stapey sites. The threfe 
activities depicted in iSiis diagrain were carried out in a single macropiot. 
Macroplots (0.10 Hectare) were established in areas^at best represented the 
site (Figure 3). I subjectively determined locations of each rnacroplbt based on 
adherence to thinning Contract, plant indicator species, tree height, presence 
or absence of canopy gaps, and substrate variability. Once l had determined a 
location for each macroplot, I randomly initiated its starting point. 
Witiim each of the macroplots I (established 30 microplots to precisely 
estimate the meaji condition of linderstory, substrate proportion, arid to 
improve sampling efficiency of certain overstory variables in respohse to site 
and thinning treatment (Figure 3 and Table 3). I established three 30-m 
transects within each macroplot to increase sampling efficiency of 
systelnatically-sampled understory percent cover and vertical structure 
(Figure 3(A) and Table 3), Each perc^t cover microplot center served as a 
point of reference to measure solar radiation. Every other percent cover 
microplot center was used as the center for a 2-m^ vertical structure 
microplot. 
I sampled overstory ages at 20 random points within each macroplot (Figure 3 
(B)). Substrate proportion was sampled systematically within randomly 
chosen macroplots in each site (Figure 3 (G)). I permanaitly marked the 
boimdaries of each macroplot with^ve-foot electrical conduit pjpe and metal 
tags. 
Table 3. Number and size of microplots me^ure4 per macroplot (0.10 hectare) and site at 
Staney and Polk. 
Varia^ble Plot Size No. Plots Per No. Plots Per 
, Macroplot Site 
Uhderstory percent cover O.l-m^ 30 90 
Understdry vertical structure 2-m3 '. ' 15 . 45 
Tree ages ^ 10 30 
Tree distance points ' • • 26 
Tree height & DBH 26 
Svibstrate frequency points 196 variable 
Solar radiation 30 60-90 
' ' 1 ' , •' • ' • •• •- ~ • - •• - •••" 
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Sample Procedure  ̂
Pre-treatment Plots 
To collect baseline information on imderstory and overstory variables at 
Yatuk, Goose, Polk and Stahey, Forest Service established at least two 30-m 
pre-treatment tremsects in each proposed VS, FS, and control treatments. 
T^ey systematically placed ten 2-m^ vegetation plote and three 9^m2 
overstory plots on each SO^ntieter transect. In each vegetation plot, percent 
cover was estimated for all species of forbs,.femS, shrubs, tree saplings i 
foot in height, but < 1 inch in DBH) and tree seedlings (between 20 cm and 1 
foot in height). Within each overstory plot, the number of tr^s in each DBH 
class was tallied by species and the height of the tallest tree in each DBH class 
was measured. 
Post-treatment Plots 
Site Potential and Overstory Structure 
Site potential refers to height-growth potential of western hemlock {Tsuga 
/ieterdp/iy//fl) inferred from 50-year site index, which I developed from 
heights and ages of western hemlock growing in my study sites. I inferred 
overstory structure from measurements of solar radiation transmitted by the 
overstory canopy (discussed below). 
To estimate overstory heights, I established two 65-tn overstory transects 
trough the center of each site. At 13 equally spaced points along the 
overstory transect, I measured distance in jneters to ttie newest tree of any 
species (nearest individual) over 2.5-cm DBH, and the distance from the 
nearest individual to the next closest tree (nearest neighbor) in a 180° arc 
perpendicular to the line opposite tiie starting point (Ludwig & Reynolds, 
) 
•  ^  1 8  
1988). For each nearest neighbor tree, I measured the species, DBH, height, 
and live crown ratio. In addition, I enumerated each nearest individual and 
nearest neighbor with metal tags for fjiture remeasiirement. 
I measured overstory ages by randomly sampling toee cores from 10 trees in 
each macroplot for a total of 30 tree cores per treatnient. Tree cores were 
taken at root collars for greatest accuracy. On all tree cores, I measured radial 
growth since date of tWnning. 
Solar Radiation 
I I collected solar radiation to deteimine overstory structure before and after 
tiiiiming. Measuring incident solar radiation is a more accurate 
measurement of canopy density than traditional methods (Alaback, 
unpublished m6), and solar radiation is the key microclimatic factor affecting 
imderstory response to thinning (Alaback, 1988; Alaback & Tappeiner, 1991), 
I measured photosyn&eticaliy active radiation (PAR or solar radiation) at 30 
points spaced throughout each treatment by connecting Licor radiometers to a 
Licor Li-lOOO datalogger. I placed a reference radiometer and datalogger under 
the open sky—unobstruciied forest canopy and within a half-mile of ihe 
study sitie~pn a uniformly overcast day. TWs "open sky^'radiometer 
continUQUsly measured and recorded oiie minute average^, 
I collected PAR data of the open sky simultaneously with PAR transmitted by 
the overstory canppy (overstory PAR transmission) by recording PAR as I 
walked through the treatment holding a second portable radiometer. I 
:• 19 
measured oyersto^ PAR transmission at three distances aboveground: at 
two meters (above shrybs but tinder overstory branches), at one meter> and at 
10 centimeters. Infrequeiitly, clouds would disassociate above tiie reference 
radiometer in the open, giving solar radiation values greater than 100%. 
These slight measurement errors appeared as outliers in the datasets. 
Microsite Variability 
My goal of mappmg substreite and vegetation variability was to describe 
observed differences in microsites betweien macroplots (0.01 hectare) within 
sites and betw^n sites. To map substrates in selected macroplots, I 
establish^ 196 sampling points spaced 2 meters apart on a recfeingular grid 
extending across the entire macropfot. I then assigned substrate category and 
plant assofdation to each poiiit. 
Percent Cover 
fe each of three macroplote p^r treatment, I systematically placed 10 to 30 
(depending on results from species area curves) O.l-m^ microplote 
0aubenmire, 1968) in which we measured percent cover of all species of 
forbs, ferns, shrubs, tree saplings, tree seedlings, and overstory trees within 
two meters of the ground. 1 as^gned trace percent cover (0.1%) to species 
found outside a plot but within the macroplot ^bundary, In contrast with 
randon^ sampling, systematic sampling in extremely heterogeneous 
environmente is more expeditious, more easity^ repBcable/ and just as likely to 
"hit" every type of vegetative commimity. 
VertiCfftl 
Veftic^ stfuGture provides estimate qf foliage heig^ diversity to predict 
^alue of forest vegetEition as K^itat for w^dlife, especially bird species.^ For 
vertical si^cture plots, a l-m^ plot frame was extended vertically to 2-m to 
form a 2-m3 plot (Zamora, 1981). Witiiin this plot, I estimated percent cover 
(to the nearest 10%) of each spik:ies of shrubs, tree saplings> and overstory in 
four 50-cm horizontal strata up to two meters. Each stratum was e<juivalent 
to a single plot, in whidi I visually estimated percent cover in the vertical 
plane from two sides of the frame aitd totaled average cover per species. By 
averaging percent cover froin two sides, I removed bias inherent in a two-
dimensional view (length x width) from one side of the frame, thus 
considering the entire volume of the frame. 
SaxiEiple Size Determination and Analysis 
To ensure that an adequate number of microplots, free heights, and distance 
measunng points were established in each study site, I constructed sampling 
area ciu^es for several sites (Figures 4 and 5). 
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Figure 4. A sampling area oirve for estimating mean tree heigjit. When the curve flatt^ais, 
additional sampling does not 3deld additional acairacy or precision in estimating me  ̂height; 
therefore, tilis curvje repre^ts an estimate of ttie minimum number of observations needed for a 
precise estimate.  ̂ . 
By plotting these curves for tree height and tree spacing at several sites, I 
determmed the optimal nupiber of observations to acheive a statistically 
relial?le estimate of each variable. In Figiare 4 the sampling curve flatteiis out 
at about 20 samples; implj^g that 20 samples are needed to estimate mean 
tree height. I sainpled 26 tree heights at all sites as a conservative measure. 
In FigUre 5 tiie Sampling curve begins to flatten out at 26 samples; therefore, I 
sampled 26 tree distance points to dete^rmine tree spacing at each site. 
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Figure 5. Sampling area curve to determine tree spacing data. This curve estimates the optimal ' 
number of points to measure distmc  ̂between nearest individual and nearest neighbor trees. 
i cotmted all vascular plant species present in 10 microplots chosen at random 
and determined that 8 to 10 O.l-m^ microplots were needed to sample all 
plant species per transect (Table 4). I sampled 10 Q.l-m^ microplots on thtee 
transects totalling 30 microplots per macroplot. 
Table 4. C6xmtS~df vascular plant spedes sampled inlO 0.1-m  ̂microplots along a single transect. 
Maximum cumulative number of species was reached after eî ht microplots were sampled. 
Sample No. No.Spra  ̂ No. New Species Ciunulative No. 
Species 
1 ^3 3 3 
X • 2 0 •"'•3 
\ 
3 
1 
4 5,., 
4 •  ̂5 \ 6 
' 5 '  5 0 6 
6 
• ' • 
1 7 . 
7 3 1 8 
8 4 1 
9 9 3 0 
10 2 1 0 9 
To perform Analysis 6f Variance (ANOVA) (p < 0.05), I pooled sites by soil-
drainage dasses: well drained, moderately drained, and poorly drained. My 
first objective was to describe the following initial site conditions m control 
sites: site potential, microsite variability, and overstory structure. I 
determined site potential by calculating a fifty-year site index for Tsuga 
heterophylla from heigj\t and ag^ data for each treatment within a site. I 
performed ANOVA to determine differences in site index between 
treatments within a site. Site indices of treatments ^t were significatntly 
different in the ANOVA test—but within 15 feet—were considered 
signifieantiy different (accepted isilviculturalist's rule). 
I defined overstory structure as frequency of canopy gaps and tree thickets 
inferred from photosynthetacally active radiation (PAJ^ transmitted by 
overstory canopy. OVerstory PAR transmission was calculated as PAR 
transmitted by the overstory c^opy divided by PAR of the open sky. I 
performed T-Tests for independent samples to determine differences in 
overstory P^ tra^mission between Polk Mineral ^d Yatuk Till controls. 
My second objective Was . to explore ttie influence of initial site conditions on 
the following understory variables: percent cover, vertical structure, and 
species diversity (defined below). To analyze perc^t covei; and vertical 
structure in control sites, I grouped spedes by lifpform (shrubs, forbs, tree 
saplings, and overstory). I perfo^rmed ANOVA and Tukey's HSD Multiple 
Range Test (p < 0.05) to test significant differences in percent cover and 50-cm 
strata (vertical structure) between sites pooled by soil-drainage dass. 
My third objective was to examine the effects of thinning on overstory 
structure to infer the effects of thinning on canopy density and forest 
patchiness. I performed ANOVA to test significant differences in bverstory 
PAR transmission between variable-spaced thinning and control sites pboled 
by soil-drainage class. 
My final objective was to examine the effects of thinning on the following 
imderstory variables: percent cover, vertical structure, and species diversity. 
To determine percent cover^ I combined all species into lifeforms to 
determine general imderstory response to treatments. To determine how 
forage species responded, I analj^zed percent covey of five species: Vaccinium 
sp. {V. alaskensis and V. ovalifolium), Vaccinium parvifoliurh, Cornus 
canadensis, Rubus pedatus, and Rubus spectabilis. For vei^cal structure, I 
combined woody species into lifeforms (shrubs, saplings, and overstory) arid 
limited my analysis to vertical structure of plant "foliage" rather than 
contribution of plant species. 
I determined species diversity only in Staney and Polk sites. 1 calculated 
Species Richness by tallying tiie number of species present in each macroplot 
(900-m2 or 0.01 hectare). I calculated Simpson's index as one minus the su?n 
of squared relative percent cover of all sj^ies in eadi macroplot (Magurran, 
198^. Species were considered in this analysis if they met the following 
criteria: (1) present in O.l-m^ microplot in 1996; (2) found off-plot but within 
the macroplot boimdary; and (3) recorded in O.l-m^ microplot during 1995 
reeoniiaissaliee sapling. I verifted that all 1995 species added to^is ai^ysis 
were perennials (Hulten, 1^68); I expected thfeir presence ih both years. 
I performed ANOVA to test significant differences between percent cover of 
lifeforms and forage species, arid 50-cm strata (vertical structure) on sites r 
pooled by sqiMrainage class. I divided my analysis into two parts: ' 
(1)1 separately compared pre-and post-treatment within fixed-space^ 
thiiining ^d variable-spaced thiraung in unpooled Yatuk and Gbose sites; 
and (2) I compared three to four year post-treatment between variable-spaced 
^d cbntrols in pooled Staney ^d Polk sites. The most precise rnethod is 
comparing pre- and^st-treatment data on permanently marked trai\sects as 
was done in Vatuk and Goose. However, thorough pre-treatment data were 
unavailable for tiie few rdocated pre-treatment transects at Staney; therefore, 
I had to compare post-treatment data on variable-spaced thinning with 
matched control sites. , 
A two-year lapse occurred between pre-treatment and post-treatment data 
collection at Yatuk and Goose sites. In the ^terval, thinnir^ was conducted. 
Specifically, pre-treatment data were collected in tfie simimer of 1994. 
Thinning was conducted in summer of 1995. ?ost-treatment data were 
collated in summer of 1996. ' , 
Results y; 
Initial Site Conditions 
Site Potential 
Sit^ index developed as the height-growth potential for Tsuga hetehphylla 
ranged widely between sites, and in sevCTal cas^, site index for treatmiBitts 
withih sites were signific^tly different. Fifty-year site index, calculated for 
each treatment witiiin a site, projects a range in height-growth potential for 
Tsuga heteropkylla ftoTsx 40 to 100 feet (Figure 6) (Farr, 1984). This wide 
range in site indeY eYceeds site ranges sampled throughout the region 
|Alaback & Tap|3eiher, 1984; Deal & Farr, 1994; Farr, 19M). 
Treatments within Yatuk LimeWne, "Yatuk Till, and Folk Organic/ had 
significantly different site indices (p < 0.05), suggesting a high degree of 
heterogeneity in these study sites. Heterogeneous site effects confoimded 
interpretation of vegetation response to thimiing. For example, at Polk 
Mineral, both control and variable-spaced treatments had a site index of 83 
feet (25 meters); however>, at Polk Organic, the control treatment had a site 
index of 53 feet (16 meters) and the variable-spaced treatment had a site index 
of 95 feet (29 meters). 
Treatments within Goose Creek, Polk Mineral, Staney Limestone, and Staney 
Till had equal site indices ((p > 0.05) and ten-foot rule for Staney L&ciestone). 
However, Staney Limestone Control and Staney LiiriestOne VS had different 
plant assodiatiorts and should be considered diffeirent sites (Table 2 and see site 
descriptions in Methods). Thus only Goose Creek, Polk Mineral and Staney 
2 6  
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Till were used to detenjiine effect of tiiinning on understory vegetation in 
particular sites. 
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Figure 6. Fifty-year site index (in feet)-for Tsuga fteieropftyZZa using rhodels developed by Fairr 
(1984) for all treatments within each site. 
Microsite Variabiliiy 
Well drained sites (Polk Mineral an^ Staney Limestone) largely consisted of 
homogeneous substrates (forest floor, rock outcrops); whereas moderately 
and poorly drained sites consisted of heterogeneous substrates (hummocks, 
wet microsites, forest floor, rock outcrop, stximps, old logs, old mounds). 
Most notable differences in microsite variability between well drained sites 
and poorly drained sites were proportions of forest floor, wet microsites, and 
hummocks (raised pr^aiuc mounds above saturated soil conditions) (Figure 
7). In addition, well drained sites varied in degree of microsite homogeneity. 
For examplfe; Polk Mineral had the highest uniformity with more than twice 
the proportion of forest floor substrates of any site (Figure 7). Poorly drained 
sites had high diversity of microsites both within and betweeji macroplots. 
For example, at Polk Organic, macroplot 1 had half the number of liimimock 
substrates as macroplot 2 (Figure 8). 
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Figure 7. Frequency of points at which substrates (forest floor, hummock, and wet microsite) 
were record  ̂in macroplots ̂ 0.10 hectare) <Jf control sites. 
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Figure 8. Frequency of points at which substrates (forest floor, hummoqk, and wet microsite) 
were rrcorded in Polk Organic macroplots 1 (Ml) and macxoplot 2 (M2) (0.10 hectare). 
Overstory Structure 
Initial overstory structtire varied among sites. Substantial variation in 
overstory structure w^s suggested by both average ^d variation in 
photosjnithetically active radiation (PAR) transiiiitted by tiie overstpry 
canopy. 
'  r  
, 
For example, at Staney Till Control (unthinned), a high frequency of PAR 
greater than 0.88 (88% PAR interception by unde^tdry) indicated an 
abundance of large canopy gaps (12% PAR interception by overstory, c^opy) 
and possibly adequate PAR for understory plant survival and growth 
-3 0 
(Alaback, l982a; Alaback & Tappeiner, 1991) (Figure 9). PAR less ttiMi 0.10 
(10% PAR interception by understory) indicated dense thickets of trees (90% 
PAR intercejption by overstory c^opy) and possibly inadequate PAR for plant 
survival and growth (Figure 9, see Appendix B for histograms of PAR for all 
sites). 
Staney Till Unthinned 
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Overstory PAR Transmission 
Figure 9. Frequency distribution of overstory iPAR (photosyntheticaEy active radiation) 
transmission at St^ey Till Control. Values were calcvilated as FAR transmitted by the 
overstory canopy divided by PAR of the open sky. Overall mean ligKt mterceptioh was 0.54 (± 
s.d.0.35)(n = 50).  ̂ ' , 
Differences in amount of PAR transmitted by the overstory were noted at 
each site (Figure 10). Mean PAR at Polk Mineral (Oi)l ± s.e.^.OO) is 
significantly different from mean PAR at Yatuk Till ( 0.74 ± s.e. 0.04) (p < 0.05) 
(Figures 10 and 11). 
3 1 
Hiese data show that w^ll drained sites (e.g. Polk Mineral and Staney' 
Limestone) had much denser overstory and less variatioil in overstoiy 
stmcture th^ poorly drained sites (e.g. Goose Till, Polk Organic, St^ey Till/ 
and Yatuk Till) (Figure 10). In particular Goose Till and Staiiey Till had 
highly variable canopy structure. Despite leirge differences in mean solar 
radiation transmitted by site, the high within site variation resulted in 
insignificant differences in P.^ (p > 0.05). 
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Figure 10. Overstoiy transnussion of photosjmthetically^active radiation (PAR) of control 
sites. Overstory transmission was calculated as the ratiq of PAR transmitted by the 
overstory canopy divided by PAR of the bpdi sky. (Boxp>lot interpietetion: the lower boimdary 
of the box is the 25th perctotile and the upper boundary is the 75th percentile; the horizontal 
line is the median;4he largest and smallest Values that a  ̂not outUers are the whigkers; and 
asterisks are outlieW.) /  ̂
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Figure 11. Frequency disttbution of overstory PAR (phbtosynthetically active radiation) 
traremission. Values were calculated as PAR transmitted by the overstory can,opy divided by 
PAR of the open sky. Polk Mineral Control (Hgure 8A) and Yatuk Till Control (Figure 8B). 
Effects of Initial Site ConditioM Ofii Underetoiy Vegetation 
Percent Cover 
Site drainage influenced percent cover Of lifeforms. Poorly drained (control) 
sites had significantly greater mean percent coyer of shrubs, herbs, and tree 
sapIingjS moderately and well drained (control) sites (p < 0.002) (Table 5). 
Polk Mineral Urithinned 
10T " ; 
Well drained sites had unexpectedly lower percent cover of tree sapljrigs 
before thinning than poorly drained sites. 
• , 'A ' . ^ ^ ~ 
Xable 5. Meari percent cover (± standard error) of shrubs, foibs, and tree saplings within Control 
plots. ^ '. - ^ •- i ' 
Site ^Shrubs  ̂ j Poibs Tree Saplings 
PoHc Mineral̂  3.3(±2.3) 0(±0.0) • 0.5(±0.0) 
Yatuk Liinestone  ̂ 9.9(±1.3) 1.1(±0.2) 4.2(±1.0) 
Staney Limestone  ̂ 20.1(±4.5) 0.2(±0.1) 18.2(±6.6) 
Goose Till™ 4.8(dfl.6) 1.9(d .̂3) 8.2(±1.6) ' 
Yatuk TillP 17.1(±1.8) 13.7(±1.5) 11.6(±1.8) 
Staney TillP 22.5(±2.9) , 1Z4(±2.4) 28.1<±18.2) . 
Polk OrganioP. 34.60fe4.2) 14i3(±2.7) 29.8(±8.4) 
w s well drained 
nri= moderately drained 
p = poorly drained 
Vertical Structure , 
Site drainage also influenced vertical foliage distribution and density. Poorly 
drained sites jhad significantly more shrub cover at 50 cm in the vertical 
profile than well drained sites (p < 0.05), although differences in mean shrub 
cover above 50 cm in tiie vertical profile were insignificant (p > 0.05) (Figure 
12/ see Appendix C for vertical structure of all sites). These data imply that 
vertical structure was more spatially con\plex in poorly drained sites than in 
well drained sites before thinning, 
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Figure 12. Vertical structure profile of mean percent cover for tr^e saplings, overstory, and 
shrul̂ s sampled in fotu: 50km stata in (A) Polk Organic Control and (B) Polk Mineral Control. 
Species Diversity 
Unthinned, poorly drained sites supported greater numbers of species arid 
species evCTiness due to heterogeneous microtopography and variable solar 
radiation (Table 6). These site factors inherent to poorly drained sites ' 
contributed to high species richriess and evenriess by providing variable 
growing conditions suitable for a variety of Species. Homogeneous 
microtopography ^d low levels of solar radiation at Well drained sites 
resulted in low species richness and dominance of shrubs, overstory, arid tree 
saplings (Table 6). 
V'..-/ ,, . , ^ ^ •• .s; 
Table 6. SiHipSOTi's iiidex and species riclmess recorded in ccmtrol sites. Diversify indices were 
summarized by ̂ croplot (0.10 hectare) (Simpson's index; 0 = high dominance and low 
evenness.) , ' " 
Control Site MacrOplot# Simpson's Index Species Richness 
Polk Mineral̂  ml 0.52 5 
rrSZ 0.37 2 . 
Staney Limestone  ̂ ml 0.83 18 
m2, 0.72 20 
ra3 0.83 15 
Staney TillP ml 0.86 25 
m2 0.82 14 
Polk (>rganicP na 0.90 25 -
. m2 0.88 24 
w = well drained 
p = poorly drained 
Effects of Thinning oh Overstory Stmctute 
Variable-spaced thiniung^(VS) changed canopy structure in each site by 
introducing canopy gaps ^d increasing median and variation of 
photosjmtheticaily active radiation (PAR) (Figure 13). Treatments within 
Staney Till, Goose Creek, Polk Mineral, and Staney Limestone> were well 
matched (e.g.. Figure 6), suggesting that thinning was the primary factor 
responsible for these changes in overstory structure. In well drained sites] 
(Pojk Mineral and Staney Limestone), variablerspaced thinning significantly 
increased mean overetory PAR transmi^ion ((0.23 ± 0.03) vs. (0.02 ± 0.00), p < 
0.05) and increased variation of PAR. 
. I .• ' • 
, Because of high within-site variation, significant deferences in mean 
overstdry PAR were not observed between treatments in moderately (Goo^Se 
Till) and poorly drained sites (Polk Organic, Yatuk Till, and Staney Till) 
3.,^. ' • ^ • •'36' 
(Figure 13). However, study re^sults suggest that median values and variation 
of PAR increased in tiiese sites (Figure 13). 
For example, at Staney Till VS (poorly drained), median overstory PAR 
transmission was significantly greater than at gtaney Till Control (82% ± 0*26 
S.a vs. 34% 0.35 S.D.)>(p = 0.000)(Figure 13). 
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Figure 13. Overstory transmission of photosynthetically active radiatirai (PAR) of Control 
(CO) and Varirfjle-spaced thin îing (YS). Overstory PAR transmission was calculated as^e 
ratio of PAR traitsmitted by the overstory canopy divided by PAR of the open pky. (Boxplot 
inferpretation: the lower bounds  ̂of the bo)c is the 25th percentile and the upper bound  ̂is 
the 75th percentile; flie horizontal line is the median; the largest and smallest'values that are 
not outiiers are the whiskers; and asterisks are outliers.) ' 
Furthermore, at Staney Till, variable-spaced thinning increased frequency of 
intermediate solar radiation levels and forest patchiness by increasing 
o 
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variation in sizes of canopy gaps and leaving fewer, dense tltieket^ (Figureis 14 
and 15). riJote in Staney Till Control, most of the PAR values are 
concentrated iii the tails less than '25% and greater than 88% overstoiy PAR 
trarlsmission. In coritrast, in Staney Till VS, nine plots had less than 65% 
overstoty PAR transmission, ^d solar radiation was more normally 
distributed. More normal distribution of solar radiation gives evidence to a 
patchier canopy with more variable solar radiation reaching |he forest floor. 
Staney Till Unthinried 
10T ——-—. 
oe .19 .31 .44 .56 .69 .81 .94 1,06 
Overstory PAR Transinission 
Figure J4. Fr^uency distribution of overstory transnussiop of photbsylititetically active 
radiation (PAR) in Stemey Till Conteol. Overetory PAR transirdssion was calculated as ̂ the 
ratio of par transmitted by the overetory canopy divided by PAR of the open sky. / , 
3 8  
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Overstory PAR Transmfssion 
Figure 15. Frequency distribution of overstory tr^mission of photosynthetically active 
radiatipn (PAR) in Staney Till Variable-Spaced. Overstpiy PAR transmission was calculated 
as the ratid of PAR transmitted by Ae overstory canopy idivided by PAR of the open sky. 
Effecte of Thitming on Understory yegetation 
Percent Cover ^ 
' One Year PoSt-Treaitment 
Analysis by lifefomi proved less infonnative than analysis by individual 
specii^ because each species responded independently to VS. Fuititennore, 
independent response of species to treatment made interpretation dif^cult. 
Understory forage species responded differaitly to FS than to VS one year 
after thinning. One year after treatinent with FS/dl forage species 
substantially declined, but orJy the decline of Rupus pedatus Was significant 
(p = 0.018) (Table 7). In cohtri^f, one y^ar after treatment with VS, forbs 
increased two- to threi^fold, Rm6ms specfflbi/is invaded/and fflccmimm : 
signlfiGantly decreased (p = 0.004). 
These results suggest lhat forage species, ^and m particular, forbs respond 
better to VS than to FS immediately following treatment These results also 
suggest that in VS JRtt&us spectabilis may replace Vaccinium which is iriore 
important to deer. Decline of forage ^ecies one year after both FS and VS was 
attributed to light inhibition by dense thinmng slash, herbivory. Or thinners 
who cut shrubs to improve site access while thinning. 
Diffei^ces in pre-treataient (1994) covet of forage Species between treatments 
were related to different site indices or pltot associations of treatments wttun 
sites (Figure 6). For exiample, at Yatuk Limestone, mean prertreatment cover 
of Vaccinium viaried frorri 11.8% in Yatuk Limestone FS to 43.0% in Yatuk 
Limestor^e VS because of significant differences in site index between these 
two treatments (Table 7 and Figure 6). ) • 
•  • •  •  ^  
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Table 7. Mem perrant cover ( 
spades using remeasurem^ts  ̂ c^  ̂pennanent transects one year after thinning (two years after 
onginalTme^vtr^ettts) at Yatuk and Goose. 
Site 
Fixed-Spaced 
Pre Post 
Vkriable-Spaced 
Pre Pest 
Species 1994 1996 1994 1996 
GoOse'TIH'" VACC\ 13.0(±5.1) 6.7(±1.5) /24.6(±6.4) 13.7(±2.7) 
RUSP2 2.9(±1.1) l.l(±d.5) 0(±0) 0.1(±0.1) 
RUPE  ̂ 4.2(±1.1) 0.3(±0.2) p.l(±0.1) 0,3(±0.2) 
GOCA  ̂ 10.4(±3.5) 5.7(±1.4) 3.4(±1.5) 6.4(±1.8) 
sapling spp.5 8.2(±1.6) 2.5(±1.0) 8.2(±i:6) 2.8(±1.0) 
Yatuk TillP VACG) 3q.3(±8.2) 
RUSP 17.3(±5.0) 
RUP^ . 2.7(±0,7) 
COCA 50.0(±7.1) 
sapling spp. 11.6(±1.8) 
28.4(±5.3) 
,̂ .l(±2.0)l 
0.2(±0.1) 
38.0(±4.3)  ̂
3.1(±0.8) 
49.2(±7.9) 
0(±0) 
1.0(±0.5) 
373(±5.1) 
1L6(±1.8) 
21.9(±3.5)-
5.7(±2.3) 
0.5(±0.3) 
29.0(±4.3) 
2.6(±0.8) 
Yatiik Limestone  ̂ VACC 
RUSP 
mUPE 
COCA 
1L8(±3.9) 
50.4(±5,8) 
2.2(±0.7) 
1.3(±0.4) 
sapling spp, 4.2(3:1.0) 
11.0(±3.4) 
33.6(±6.0) 
O.l(±0.1) 
0.4(±a.2) 
6.4(±3.1) 
43.0(±4.6) 
12.6(±3.4) 
1.8(±0.4) 
2.9(±1.0> 
4.2(±1.0) 
26.5(±3.0) 
12.5(±3.0) 
0.2(±0.1) 
2.S(±0.7) 
2.8(±d.4) 
2 Rubus sppffq^ilis fshnihV 
3 Rtibus pedatus tfoA) 
5 Tree'sapling species 
p = poorly drained 
m = moderately drained 
w = well <irained 
lltfee to Four Years Post-Treatment 
Variable-spaced and control treatments were ^iial in site index and plant 
association at PoUc Mineral and Staney Till; ilierefore, I am confident that 
thinning influenced understory at these sites. However, because site index Or 
plant association differed between treatmaits at Polk Organic and Staney 
4-'l 
Limestone, I interpreted the effect of thinning on understory at these sit(^ 
with caution. ^ 
Forage spedes had a greater response to thin^g after thre6 or four growihg 
season^ tfian they did after only one growing season (Tables 7 and 8). 
VUcciniitm si^ficantly increased in Polk Mineral (p ^ 0.039), and RuttT^ 
spectabilis invaded. tJo^ev6r, i|i St^ey Till, Vaccinium andCornus 
remained abundant, and Rubus pedatus^ and Rubus spectabilis invaded 
(Table 8). High within-site variation in Staney Till resulted in insignificant 
differences in understory response (p > 0.05). 
Note'ttiat Cornus increased signific^tly at Polk Organic (p = 0.020), but foib 
cover remained constant at Staiiey Till (Table 8). These results indicate that 
thinning h^ less effecti^fter three years at younger Staney TiU than after four 
years at older Polk Organic. 
Pre-treatment vegetation and site factors affected presence of vegetation and 
increase of vegetation after thinning (Table 8). For example, forbs were absent 
from ^imthinned Polk Mineral ani^ failed^ to recolcinize four years after 
thinning. In contrast, forbs were abundMit in unthinn^ Staney TUl and 
increased slightly tiWee years after thinning. Finally, tree saplings were absent 
from bo^ jPolk Mmeral and Staney TiU after thihning (Table 8). 
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Table 8. /Me  ̂perfceiit cover (tstandard enror) of each of five forage species and tree sapling 
species cm tiiinned versus uhtiurm  ̂plots at Polk and Steney thi%e to foiir years after ttupning. 
^mplirig occurred in tfiiee macroplots (O.IO hectare) in control and variable-spaced trea^tments 
at eadi' site. 
Site , Specie  ̂ Control V ariable-Spaced 
• . . : ' r 
Polk Mineral̂  VACCl 3.3(±2.3) ^38.2(18.6); 
VAPA2 0.0(±0.0) 0.0(10.0) 
RUSP3 0.0{±0.0) 20/3(115.1) 
COCA^ 0.0(±0.0) 0.0(10.0) 
RUPES 0.0(±0.0) 0.0(dfc0.0) 
sapling spp.̂  0.5(±0.0)" 0.0(10.0) 
PolkOrganicP VACC 49.6(±6.9) 51.2(15.7) 
VAPA 0.0(±0.0) 0.0(10.0) 
RUSP 18.1(±6.0) 30.0(14.6) 
COCA 3.3(±1.0) 15.8(14.1) 
RUPE 1.1(40.3) 1.5(10.5) V 
sapling spp. 29.8(±8.4) 36.3(110.6) 
Staney Limestone  ̂ VACC 22.6(±6.6) 48.0(15.8) 
VAPA 0.0(±0.0) 0.0(10.0) 
RUSP 42.0(±14.1) 5.0(10.0) 
COCA 0.1(±0.0) 0.1(10.0) 
RUPE 0.4(±0.3) 3.0(10.0) 
sapling spp. 18.2(±6.6) 0.0(10.0) 
Staney TillP VACC 17.7(14.0) 20.0(15.0) 
VAPA 16.3(±^2) 0.1(10.0) 
RUSP 5.7(12.9) 25.3(18.0) 
COCA 13.6(12.5) 14.3(12.3) 
RUPE 1.8(10.5) 3.6(12.2) 
sapling spp. 28.1(118.2) 0.0(10.0) 
2 Vaccinitim parv^olium fdirub) 
3 Rubus sppf4abiKfi7<ithnih  ̂
4 Comys canadensis (forb) 
6 Tree sapling spedps 
w = wdl draixled 
p = poorly drained 
X 
Effects of Variable-Spaced Thinning on Vertical Structure 
Significant changes in vertical foliage dis^ibution and density were observ^ 
in both poorly drained and well drained siteis relative to control sites. 
Nevertheless^ ve:^cal strudure remaiiied more spatially complex in poorly 
drained isites thMi in Well drained sii^es after thiraiing. 
In response to tree sapling and overstory removal, shrubs invaded both well 
drained and poorly drained sites. Three to four ye^s after thinning well 
drained sites, shrub cover significantly increased relative to control sites at 50 
cm (6jO% (s.e. ± 2.03) vs. 0.5% (s.e. ± 0.21), p = 0.015) and 100 cm (6.0% (s.e. ± 
l.Soj vs. 0.5% (s.e. ± 0i23), p = O.Ooi). For example> after tree saplings were 
removed from Polk Mineral VS, shrub density below 200 cm increased 
relative to Polk Mineral Control (Figure 16). 
Three to four years after thinning poorly drained sites, shrub cbver 
significantly increased telative to control sites at 50 cm (3.0% (s.e. ± 0.35) vs. 
1.9% (s,e. ± 0v2^,p = 0.02^ and 100 crh (5.0% (s.e. ± 0.6^) vs. 3.0% (s.e. ± 0.47), p 
= 0.053); whereas tree saplingis above 150 oil significantly decreased (p = 0:025) 
For example, at Staney Till VS, after tree saplings and overstory Wejfe 
removed, shrub density below 100 ciri increased relative to Staney Till 
Control (Figure 17, ̂  Appendix C for vertical structure of all sites). 
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Figure 16. Vertical structural profile in Polk Miner  ̂contr6l and Polk Mineral variable-spaced 
defined in four 50-cm stata three to fmir years after thinning. Values represerrt mean perca\t 
cover for tree saplings, pverstory, and shiMbs. x 
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Figure 17. Veitical structuî  profile in Staney Till control and Staney Till variable-spaced 
defined in four 50-dal stata. Values represent mean percentage of lifeform cover for tree 
saplings, overstory, and shrubs. f 
Ejfects (rf ^^ariable-Spaeed Thinning Species Diversity 
Species richness aitd evenness were consistently higher in poorly dradne^ 
macroplote tihan in well drained macroplots three to four years after tlunning, 
al^oiigh these differerices were not statistically significant (Table 9). Foj^ 
ex^ple at Polk Mineral, a total of four species were recorded in VS, and 
yflCGt«iu^w dominated. In contrast at Staney TiU, a total of 37 species were 
evenly distributed tihroughout the site (Table 9). At Polk Organic VS, species 
richness and evenness was higher than other sites arid varied substantially 
between macroplots (Table 9). 
Table 9. Simpson's index and species richness were recorded three t<> foiir years rfter sites werp 
tiiiim^d with variabtle-spacmg. Diversity indices were sununarized by macroplot (0.10 itectare) 
in separate control and variable-spaced sites. (Simpson's index: 0 = hî  dominance andloW 
• evenness.) : • • •  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂  ̂
Control yariable-Spa'ced 
Site Macroplot Simpson's 
fiid6x 
Species 
Richness 
Simpson's 
Index 
Species 
Richness 
Polk Mineral̂  . ml 0.52 .  • • f .5 , 
in2 0.37 . .. • 2 • 0.63 4 
m3 
/ - -
0.67 4 
Staney Limestone  ̂ ml ' 0,83 18 0.72 11 
m2 0.72 20 
• -  V ' '  ' ' '  •  0.83 15 
staney TillP ml 0.86 25 • 
m2 
\ . V 
0.82 14 0.88 37 
Polk OrganicP ml 0.90 25 0.82 18 
mZ 0.88 24 0.91 39 
m3 -1 0.88 , 20 
/' w = well drained 
p = poorly drained 
)• 
PiscMsaidn ''V.'-. " 
During the past de;cade, forest^management has undergone a fundaimental 
shift from majdmizing timber production io balancing ecosysteni values 
such as wildlife, fisheries, biodiversity, mth timber resources. Changes in 
federal legislation and US Forest Service policy (e.g., Natioaial Forest 
Management Act (1976), Endartgered Species Act (1973), and Draft Tongass 
Land Management Plan) reflect Ihis change in forest managem^t. 
Forest managers and researchers assume that silvicultural treatments affect 
disturbances more similar to natural processes. In particular, thiiming 
second-growth forests is e)q>ected to increase forest structural diversity. This 
change in structure is generally believed to improve habitat for some birds, 
deer, and plant species in second-growth forests. 
Given the complexity and Variability of second-growth foreste, thinning to 
affect natural disturbance processes can be approached in many ways and can 
lead to different understory responses. The two thiiming protocols 
investigated in ttiis study appear to influence understory composition. 
Vertical sixucture, and species diversity, aHliough thinning effecte were subtle. 
Without careful attention to initial vegetative conditions and site factors, one 
could easily confuse effects of thinning with site. ^To decide the ultimate 
value of thinning on habitat for wildlife swedes and diversity of plant^species, 
forest managers will have to consider initial vegetative conditions, site 
factors, ecological processes;, and habitat requiiigrnents of specific wildlife 
spedes of ihterest. 
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In this study, I careftiliy matdied si|:!e potential and plant assodation for sites 
ttiinned with variable spadng with unthinned controls to distinguish effieets 
of thinning from site. However aftW attempting to match treatments in 
seven ^tes, only two sites. Polk Mineral and Staney Till, were w^ll matched. 
Therefore, I limited my discussiori of well draiiied sites and poorly drained 
sites to results from Polk Mineral and Staney Till, respectively. 
Maintaining Biodiversity With Variable-Spaced Thinning 
At present, second-growth maftagement applies rigid spatial requirements of 
fixed-spaced thinning to second-growth stands. This practice reduces plant 
species diversity by creating a more homogei^eous stand structure and 
encouraging a second cohort of western hemlock (Alaback & Herman, 1988; 
Alaback & Tappeiner, 1984; Deal & Farr, 1994; Doerr & Sandburg 1986; Farr & 
Harris, 1971). Applying the "intermediate disturbance hj^othesis" (Connell, 
1978), I theorized tiiat some form of intermediate thinning treatment 
renewed at intermediate time intervals would maintain or promote plant 
species divereity. Even though a diversity index such as spedes richness is 
limited in that it does not take into accoimt species' varied ecological roles 
(Tilman & Pacala, 1993), it is one accepted measure of commtmity structure. 
•  •  • •  • •  .  ^ ' [ • ' '  .  '  .  ' . .  
I hypothesized that variable-spaced thiiming would majdmize variation of 
spacing between trees and maintain thickets of vigorous tr^s well established 
on suitable microsites. Because forest structure alters inicrpclimate, variation 
in tree Spacing leads to variation in solar radiation at the forest floor, thus 
promoting plafit specif diversity. Also, canopy gaps of variable sizes! 
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infliience plant conraiimity structure because of contrasting medianisihs of 
vegetative reeol<)nizatiori (Begon, 1990). 
At Staney Till and Polk Mineral, variable-spaced ilainning appeared to 
inarease frequency of intermediate levels pf solar radiation and forest 
patchiniess by increasing variation in sizes of canopy gaps and leaving fewer, 
dense tiiickefe. However, my description of changes in solar radiation did not 
yield significant differences due to high variation and small santj^le size. 
Canopy gap dialysis and additional measurements of solaf radiation done in 
replicated sites thinned with variable spacing are needed to validate the 
generality of these fLndings. 
I hypothesized that spedes richness and evenness would be greater in 
thinned, poorly drained sites than in thinned, well drained siW. I would 
predict that initial vegetative conditions, solar radiation, and microsite 
variability would influence species richness and evenness in thinned, poorly 
drained sites. In my thinned, poorly drained sit(?s, I observed the absence of 
overstory tree and shrub production in the wet microsites. Otiier researchers 
have reported tl^t plants shaded by taller neighbors teduce production in 
shaded enViforunents relativje to their shadjeftolerance (Cannell & Grace, 
1993; CoUix:^, Ehmne, & Pickett, 1985). Thinning reduc^ competitors for 
solar fadiation and the addition of csinopy gaps a^ppeared to provide adequate 
solar radiation in support of diverse imder&tory pl^t species. 
Pit-and-mound microtopo^aphy of poorly drained, sites appeared most 
suitable for survival and growth of diverse understory plant species. I a 
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Hypothesized would affect understory composition 
and production. C^er r^^chers found that aticrotopography (whether 
mound; pit^ or imdisti^bed-soil microsite) significantly affected Understory 
species coinposition (Beatty, 19M; Collins, et al., 19^). 
PolK Organic was ihinned mth variable spacing one year earlier and waS 15 to 
18 ye^rs older than Si^ey Till. This temporal difference may have given 
additional undierstoii^ species time to colonize. The length of time a canopy 
gap is opOT to understbry colonization influences imderstory composition in 
canopy gaps (Collins^ et al., 1985). Hummocls (raised oi^ganic mounds) most 
Ukely were decomposed remains oi^ trunks or root nioundS of windthrown 
trees. Polk Orgkruc lUd a larger proportion of hummocks and rurming water 
micro^ites; tiiiis the distiirbance histp;^ and hydrolo^ may have been slightly 
mbre supportive of diverse underst6ry species in Polk Organic than in Staney 
Till. Onderstory cpmpositirati has b^n shown to reflect disturbance history in 
the western Cascade Range, Oregon (SteWart,; 1988) and soil disturbance 
resulting from wiiwltllDrow in Japan (Nakashizuka, 19^9), 
Influence of Site on Understortf ; 
Response to Thinning " 
At present, second-^ov^ mahagemeait consists of applying fixed-spaced 
thinning to second-gr6wti\ stands aged 15 to 20 years at well drained sites with 
hi^ site index. Previously,! research on undei^ory response to fixed-spaced 
thinning was cohdticted on highly^rpductive, flat benches, represkiting only 
a minority of sites (Alaback & Heimani 1988; Deal & Farf, 1994). In contt^t, 
my findings imply that forest managers need to consider initial vegetation 
and Mtial site factors as well as age q£ site to determine sites suitable for 
thinr^g for wildlife spedes, since vegetation is s^itive to tiiese site factqrs. 
My study extends cutxent knowledge of second-growth ecology by applying 
vari^le-spaced thinnmg on a site-by-site |>asis, deteTOuiung variation in soljar 
radiation, and noting eff^ts of changes in overstoiy structure on ^riderstory 
vegetation. My findings indicate that Polk Mineral (38 years old when 
thinned) was ui^dergoihg stei%exclusion and that St^ey Till (15 to 20 years 
old when thinned) was tmdergoing stand-initi^dri stage of stand 
development (Oliyer & Larson, 1990). Stands> as well ,as individual species 
withih stands, responded independently to variable-spac<^ and fixed-spaced 
titinrving depending on initial site conditions, initial vegetation, and 
/ 
To avoid thinning stands in stem-exclusipn, forest managers should carefully 
select sites suitable for thinning. sFof ex^ple, ilipming to produce diverse, 
understory species occurred too late on Polk Mineral (and possibly on Yatuk 
Limestone, and StaneyXtoestone). On Staney Till (and po^ibly Polk 
Organic, Goose Till, andYat^ T^l) mdergoing stand-itiitiatSoh, forb species 
were abimd^t prior to thinning ^d responded favoxably to tlunriing. If 
flmming hiad occurred white Polk Mineral was undergoing stand'-initiatiori, 
|)erhaps forbs ^d shrubs w6uld have responded more favorably to thinning. 
Overstory/ilriderstoTy Relationships , 
One year after st^ds at Yatuk and Goqse were tiiinned wiA fbied spacing, 
cover of all plitf^t species declmed, and ^ee saplings mcreased in Yjatuk 
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Limestone. In contrast, one year after treatment with variable spacing, mean, 
cover of forbs increasied two- to three-fold, Rubus spectabilis invaded, and 
Vacciniufn sig^iifica^tly decreased. Except for deCreas6dFacd«t|<m , 
imiijediate response of landerstofy pl?nt species to thinning w6re not 
statistically sigrtific^t b^ause of high variation between plots. 
I hypothesized that forage species, ajid in particular, forbs would res^nd 
more favorably to yariatjle-spaced thinning thto to fixed--spaced thinning ^ 
immedial^ly following treatment, i'urther investigation is needed to 
deterjnine inimediate differences in overstory and tmderstory response to 
variable-spaced thinning. I hypothesized that Rm&ms speetaf'iZis would 
replace FflcemiMWi, which would decrease forage for deer. I attributed decline 
of forage^spieci^ one year ^ftef both fixed-spaced tiiinnihg ahd vMable-spaced 
thinning to light inhibition by dense ihiiming slash, herbivbry, or thinners 
who cut shmbs to improve site access while thinning. 
Three! to fqur ye^ars after thinning witii variable spacing, fqrbs, whidi were 
absent from Polk Mineral b^re thinning, failed to recolonize. I 
hypothesized that foiir factors would be responsible ̂ r lack of forbs in Polk 
Mineral and other Well drainesd sites: abserice of pre-treatment fbrbs; slow 
vegetative recolonization (Alaback & Xappeiner, 1984; Alaback & Tappeiner, 
199X); competition Mth ttee sap^ ovei^tdry, and shrubs; and low levels of 
sol^r radiation. The long period of sterii-exclusion descriibed for second-
growth forests by Alaback (1982) may have already begxm in these welli, 
drained sites. Perhaps forbs had already been outcompeted by shrubs, tfee 
saplings, md trees before thinning, and were no longer present to respwid to 
thinriing. I hypothesize that thiiming will imlikely promote forb recovery in 
well dra^ined sites without ambient solar radiation and temperattire for 
seedling establishment, and a nearb>y seed source from which forbs can 
reestalilish (Collins, et al., 1985; Tappeiner & Alaback, 1989). 
In contrast, mean percent cover of forbs increased in Staney Till, although 
this iricrease was not statistically significant. Thinning appeared to h^ve a 
greater effed: on foib coyer at Polk Organic than at Staney Till. I observed that 
unthiraied Polk Org^c was closier to stem-exclusion, had higher overstory 
density, lower levels of solar radiation, and less forb cowr than tmthinned 
Staney Till. Fuirtitier research is needed to determine thinning eff^ts on 
imderstory in poorly drained sites of various ages. 
In contrast with previous research (Alaback & Herman, 1988; Alaback & 
Tappeiner, 1984; Deal & Fafr, 1994), tree saplings did not recolonize thinned, 
well drained sites. Instead^ tree saplings recolonized Polk Organic tluraied 
with variable spacing. Further research is needed to determine if an increase 
in ttee saplings in sit^ sii^ar to thinned Polk Organic would be due to 
thinning treatment, initial site factors, age of site, or other site factors. 
Implications for Bird Species 
Historically, oMy the most profitable old-growtfi forests with high site index 
aiid well drained soils were tleaxctrt for wood products. Because of past 
depletion of highly productive forests on Prince of Wales Island, now mostly , 
old-growth forests witii moderate to poorly drained soils are clearcut. ^ 
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There is: little ^eresit in/naiiaging poorly drained sites for sustained timber 
Mrvest because <?f poor productivity, low econortiic value^ and little 
infoririation oi^ trie regfsneration. Little is Imown about the importajtce of 
these poorly drained sites for imderstoiy plant, bird, and mammal species. It 
appears tiiat poorly drained sites may respond well initially to yariable-spaced 
thinning in terms pf forage for wildlife species. More work is needed to better 
imderst^d the ecology) of these sites and long-term implication of thiiiniiiig 
on habitat for wjldlife species. 
A number of studies have been done on general bird distribution in forested 
habitats in southeastern Alaska (PellaSala, et al, 1994; Kessl^r, 1979). These 
studies have provided a useful foundation to evaluate how vegetation 
changes caused by thinning may affect habitat for birds. On an island adjacent 
to Prince of Wales Isliand, fCessfer (1979) surveyed breeding bird species in 
siiccessional stages of second-growth. Six stages of vegetative growth were 
^elected to represent successional development (ages are approximate); recent 
clearcut (< 5yr); shrub/sapling (llyr); sapling/shrub (17yr); pole (303^:); young 
sawtimber (80yr); and old growjli (+150;^). DellaSala (1994) compared title 
effects of fixed-spaced! thinning and artificial canopy gaps on breeding bird 
sp^ies on Prince of Wales IslSmd as compared with old-growth. DeQaSala 
(1994) repbrtedlhat stands thinned with fixed-spacing were characterized Iby 
hig^iier percentages of forb and shi-ub cover (among other vegetation 
variables) than gapped or imthinned stands. 
Kessler (1^79) foimd the followMg bird species in early- to mid-succession^ 
(11,17, and 30yr) second-growth: winter wren, orange-crovsmed warbler, fox 
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sparrow, Swainsoii's tihnish, ciarkHB^eci junco, hermit ^irush, song sparrow, 
and American robin. These bird spiecies were oriented to shrubs for 
reproductipn and nesting. In these stands, blueberry, salmonberry, devil's 
club, ^d currant <^mprised Ihe shrub commimity, and tree regeneration was^ 
In late-successional (80yr and +1505nr) second-growtii, Kessler (1979) reported 
the following bird species: golden-crowned kinglet, diestnut-backed 
chickad^, W^tem flycateher, TdWnsend's warbler, ruby-crowned kinglet, 
Stellar's jay, and varied thrush. These bird species were oriented towards 
trees for feproductipn and nesting. 
Of the 16 birds recorded in DellaSala (1994), only nimibers of dark-eyed jimco 
were influenced by fixed-spaced thii«ung. Dark-eyed juncos, which nes]t and 
forage on the ground, benefitted from ttiinned stands because of more forage 
and nesting sites provided by higher forb cover, loW conifer densities, and low 
canopy cover. 
Several bird species appeared to prefer de^e conifer stands undergoing stem--
exclusion. For «<ample, Kessler (1979) foiind numbers of hfermit thrush, 
Towi^ridX warbler, westiern flycatcher; and American robin in^the pole 
(30)nr) stand, and golden-CTowned kinglets in the ydung siawtimber (80yr) 
Stand. DellaSala (1994) reported, that numbers of hermit thrtish ajppeared to 
be positively associated with tonifer dertsily. 
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Sites thinned with variable-spacing may provide acceptable habitat for some 
bird species and may hinder other bird species. Thinned, well drained sites 
have similar overstory structure and depauperate understory vegetation to 
Kessler s pole and yoimg sawtimber stands. Perhaps bird species that prefer 
dense cpittfe^ stahds undergoing stem-excliision may be found in my 
thinfred, well drained sites. My thmned, poorly drained ^tes with abundant 
forb and shrub vegetation should support bird species fouiid in eajly- to mid-
sudtessional stands.'.../v.r' 
However, by opting stands «ld creatjttig more edge habitate, thinning may 
hinder nesting conditions for breeding bird species ^pugh edge effects 
(]S4arim, R.obinson> & Hestce, 1995). Perhaps bird species tiiat neist in shrubs in 
early-to niid-«uccessional stahds need higher tree density/to hide ^eir nests 
than is foiind , in stands thinned with variable-spaced thinning. 
^sitoiing bird species have diosen to be on site aiid nest predatibn and other 
edge effects ai e vmaffetited by additionyi layers of vegetation, vertical 
stiructural diversity benefits bird species by providing increased nestirig sites 
and food, both directiy as fruite, krid indirectiy as iiisecte (Magufran, 1988). In , 
my ^tes, vertical istructure was inore complex m poorly drained sites than in 
well drained sites; however> shrub ihvasicp after variable--spaced thinning in 
well drained sites helped to develop vertical Stoc^ Fdr example, I 
observed more songbirds at thihi^d Pplk Organ^ wWch had more structural 
complexity tiiayti o^er sites- Clearly tiiere is ample suggestion^ thinning 
d:ianges habitat for some bird sp^ies. Mote spedes specific studies are needed 
to better understand how significant these habitet changes are for bird species. 
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Implications for Deer 
Extensive research has been conducted on deer habitat requirements in old-
grc^wtti foreste in southeastern Alaska including: forag^ nutrition (Pianley & 
M c K e k d r i c k ^  1 ^ 5 ;  f i ^ e y ,  e t  a l . / 1 9 8 9 ;  W d l m o  &  S d i o W / Y ^ o  &  P  
1992), snpiv aectimulation (Kirchhoff & Schben, 198"^, hiding cover (Yeo & 
Peek, 1992^ and structural attributes of Old^growth forest (DellaSala, irt al., 
1994). tresetKie of the forb %)eci^,OmMs caniwfensis,^ was Mghly corr^ 
witil 4eer use of olii-growth (Yeo & Peek, 1992) an^ thinned, secondrgrowth 
forests (DeUaSala>etalv 1994; Doerr &Sah<iburg, 1986). ^ 
In this^tudy, drained, second-grow^ sites aged 15 to 20 years had large 
quantities of forti^ and shru^bs. Applyittg variable^spaced thinning to poorly 
drained sites will extend forage production even furthCT into the future Aan 
is e)q?^ed for weU dlained, second-growth foreste. Snow accumulation in 
thinned, secbnd-girowth forests will remain a pi*oblem for deer oh winter 
ranges. Deer experience higher eiier^ costs of foraging in habitats wiA deep 
snowpack (Kirclt%ff & Schoeii> 1987). 
My^ findings of forb inoreaseS in poorly drained Sites tfiinned with variable-
spacmg is significant to deer, b^ai&e forbs and to a lessor degree shrub leaves 
are the most nutritiqiis forage (Hartley & J^cKend|ick, 1985). 
ametimnum, im important Spriyig forage for deer, was abundant m most 
poorly drained isites, Lower densities of ovipirstpiy trees resulted in less 
, accumulation pf thirming^^^ pOorly, drain^ si^s. I ofeiserved three deer 
beds in the foUowing poorly dir^fed sii^: one ih 1^ Staney Till in a 
tree thicket, one in iinthihh^ Staney iTiU on a root mound concealed by tree 
diickets on three sides, and otie in fixe^-spaced tli®rtned Yaluk Till on a 
ridgetop in dense shrubs. UntW^ed, poorly drained stands can offer biding 
sites> hiding) cover, and hig^ quality shrub leayiBs. . — 
Maimgem^nt'^hnplicatio^^ 
A landscape approac^i^o seGond-growth managejneiit^ic^ attempt tb create 
some aspects of bid-growth structural attributes jm's^oiid-growth b^ tjmming 
forage production (BiwmeU & Krem^ter,^^^!^^^ Halpetn & Spi€s, 1995; 
Hunter, 1990). The landsica^ should be comprised of statids undergoing 
different ̂ ges of succeission arranged in spatial patterns tJiat maximize 
spatial heterogeneity (Huriter, 1990). Unthinned stands may retain some 
forage capacity and hiding cover in tree thickets. A mixture of tjunned attd 
Schoen, 1907).: 
Assigjiing site-dr?^age ClaSs tb a site before tiiinning was reliable for 
separating successional stage of second-grbwth sites; hbW^ver, not all sit^ of a 
similar^ge w;ere uiidergoing ttie same successional stage. Therefore, age was 
tmreliable for detentiining tiiiniling priority. To estai>Usn benefit of thirming 
yotinger and older second-^pwth for wildltfe habitat, fojrest mianagers should 
years 0I4. Tuning of thiinning shoiild be related to tree height or tree 
productivity. 
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My study indicates that forest managers need to conduct site^specific thirming 
trials to obtain desired understory response and habitat for wildlife spjcles. 
Poorly drained sites are intermixed With well drained sites, and managers 
need to consider titese site differences wh^ selecting sites for thinning. 
Thinning effects ar^ highly variable and sometimes subtlfe.and understory 
species may respond independently to thihriing trials on these different sites, 
tlierefore, accurate estimates of initial vegetatidn before tiiinning is crucial 
for detecting effects of thinning. Forest managers need accurate and reliable 
pre-treatment data in future monitoring pf tiiimting trials; otherwise, 
thinning effecte may be obscured by site variability. 
To direct future site-specific ihiittiing trials, forest managers should establish 
^ unthinn6d control before tiiinning a site, and then replicate iheSe 
treatments (use or«ly one thinning contractor) on replicate sites. Next they 
, should monitor understory and overstory variables on pr^ and post-
treati^ent transects in both the imtiiinried controls and tWitned sites, so they 
c^ clearly distinguish tiiinning from site effects. 
For example, I was unable to analyze biodiversity iand forage cover from pr^-' 
treatment data collected by the For^t Service at Staney because the species list 
was incomplete, <|ata sheets may have been incomplete, epd multiple 
observers c^t ddiilBt on the acciiracy of the results. 1 ̂ as im^ble to relocate aU 
pre-treatuvent trjmsects at Staney because of either poor directions, missing 
poles (White pvc poles) tiiat marked starting/and ending points of feach 
transit, or uhmarked starting poles, 
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Given the difficulty in replicating sit^ and the cottfoxmding effects of site, 
tlunning,^ ^d sudcessiOnal diangels, the most reliable method to determine 
the effects of thinning is to compare pfe-treatment vs. post-teeatment data 
collected on the same tran^ct. establishing controls for thinning 
treatments arid continuing to nipnitor changes in vegetation^ forest maiw^ers 
would be practicing a.morie science-based^ adaptiye-managemtot approa(i to 
managing ecdsystems (Bormaim, Cunningham, Brookes, Manning; & 
C()llopy, 1994; Kessler, Salwasser; Gartwright, Sc Caplan, 1992; Noss & 
Finally, I informally interviewed all thinnin^g contractors for Staney, Polk, 
Yatuk, and Goo^. Most agreed that protocols for variable-spaced thinning 
were eaSy to understand and ttiore time-efficient than thoSe; for fixed-spaced 
thinnings They saved time by locddng ahead for targetted tree species rather 
than looking back and ment^y calculating spacing distarice. Some 
contractors said that they altered the thinning protocol either to select the 
most vigorous t^, or to create larger gaps or denser tr^ thidkets, whichever 
seenied most apprc^liate on the site. I interpreted this to mean that thinning 
contractors independently interpreted thirming protocols, taking the 
trea^ent even nu>re vajrtable than it woiild have been otherwisk Therefore, 
to avoid unwanted treatment variation, I suggest that forest inanagefs 
minimize the number of thinning contractors when replicating experimental 
thiiming trials. v 
Future research 
The important eeolo^cal coi^eqti^ces of opening overstory canopies with 
V^^ble-spaced thinning iis diange in microcKi^ate and competitive 
relationships of vegetation- Research has well established ttie factional role 
of sunfjecks in proinoting imderstory vegetative growth in forests (Bazzaz, 
1996; Chazdon, l9lS8; Collins, et al.; 1985; j^nslow, 1987). More thorough 
investigation of specific solar radiiation requirements of understory plant 
species in secohd-growtii foresfe in souflieastern Alaska is needed to predict 
^mderstory response to s^ond-growth m^agement. 
Researchers should exploire relationships between microsite heterogeneity in 
pciorly drained, second-growtii stands and understory production. 
Understory vegetation in poorly drained, second-^owth stands can serve as 
seed source and central point from which understory plant species can 
colonize adjac«it depauperate second'growih stands. < 
Forest management that increases bird species diversity likely benefits some 
bird spmes, but is detrimaital to others. Habitat spmalists may be replaced 
by habitat geheralists. Bird species may be excluded from cmtical habitiat when 
that habitat is changed tiurough management. Further research is needed on 
ecological reguiremente of breeding and wintering bird species in 
SOutiKe^tem Alaska so that we can better preset their response to thinning. 
Plant and animal species dependent on old-grov^th ecosystems prefer 
structuial characteristics inherent in heterogenequS old-grpwtii forests. 
Although secpnd-growtii foreste are complex and Variable, tiiey lack most of 
these structural attribut^i and r^pohd independently tp thinmng treatment. 
long-term studies of stand structure, site variability, bird species compositicai, 
and deer are required in secpnd-growth forests^^ in southeastern Alaska 
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Appendix A Descaiption and Prescriptioii qf Treatments 
; • •••' •'- , ' • , V ' . 
The following ttunning treatments were used in tMs study: 
1. fixed-̂ atged thiiming (FS) 
, 2. variable^spaced thinning (VS) 
3< unthkmed control (Control) 
Yatuk amd Goose sites received FS, VS and Control treatments durmg the lyinter if 1994/1995. 
Treatmimts were randomly assigned to each^site. At Yatuk and Goose sites, tiiiiming 
prescriptions ̂ or VS and FS ̂ ere spedfically designed for each site so that 150 to 250 total trees 
per acre remained.aftn thimiing. In contrast, at Pplk and Staney only VS and Control 
treatments were imtalled. Ilunning prescriptions for VS were designed so that 310 trees per 
acre remained at Staney and 240 trees per acre remained at Polk. Hiese prescriptions were 
written at Stwey ai\d Polk without consideration of potential site differences. 
Thiiming was not uniformly applied as a treatment because of the. use of multiple thinning 
contractors and titeir inconsist̂ t interptetatioi\ of thkming prescriptions. Even though 
contractors were given specific guidelines, ttidr iht̂ retations to var3dng results. 
Therefore, thinning treatment was not "replicated" in the statistical s^e at ̂ y of the sites. 
Fixed-space thinning ^ 
1. Leave the"best" tree within 25% variance^of 15 feet marked grid (variance of 11 feet to 19 
feet) following &e standard iForest Service dunning prescription. 
2. Target-trees per atte will be 150-200. ' 
3. Prefer spruc  ̂and cedar oyer hemlock in ̂  situations. -
4. Retain all Healthy residu  ̂trees (but not mistletoe-Wected tr^s). 
Variable-Spaced Thinning 
To meet the targeted ̂ oyht bf trees per acre, diameter limits of each tree species were 
' deteniiiited according to environmrntal site diaracteristics and existing stand struc t̂ure  ̂ M all 
cases, pietreataent data cc îsting of tallies of tree species in each diameter class showed a 
disproportionately higji percentage of tree species in the lowest diaxHieter clasps. Thierefore, 
threshold diameter limits were set for smaller diameter trees. Depmding on tree stocking at 
each site; 30 to lOO percent of Ae smaller dimeter trees were schedtiled for tiiinning. Larger  ̂
diameter trees and remaining percentages of smaller diameter trees wq« left on site to provide 
more equal representation of all diamet̂  dasses. Cto all sites, when faced with a dioice of 
species to retain, ttiinning contractors preferred western red cejdar, Sitii|:a spruce, then western 
hiemlock. J ~ 
Specifically, at Yatuk a  ̂Goose ̂  tree species five inches and ̂ eater DBH remained and 
pCTcentages of all trees (incept western red cedar) of four inches and sms^r DBH were _ 
removed from the site.. All western red cedar inches and greater DBH were left on site. 
The Yatuk Glacial Till site, with poorly drained soils and low tree vigor, contained the 
highest percentage of small diameter trees and required retention of all tr  ̂species greater 
llian tihifte inches DBH. Tlie other sites at Yatuk and Goose had high stocking of vigorous 
trees, Jmd they required more precise prescriptions to create heterogeneous stand structure, 
At Staney Creek, w t̂(̂  heinlock three indies and greater 0BH, Sî  spruce two indies and 
greater DBH, and western red cedar^p^ater &an one incjt DB|i remained on site. On all Stwey 
sites, a minimum(qf twofeet and maximum of 18 f̂ t spacing remain  ̂between standing trees. 
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At Polk western )k£Di16  ̂eight mdhes and greater DBH, Sitka splnice six inchite and 
grater D^H, and Westeni red ce4ar four inches, and ̂ eater DBH remained 6n site. Western 
hemlock that were large  ̂than eî t indies in DBH and infested with n t̂letpe were 
tree) and l̂eft stwding. On all sites, a nunimxim of four feet and maximvim of 22.5 f̂ t spacing 
spacing between standing trees. > 
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Appendix B Htetjp>grams of overstory PAR tran^ission 
Staney Limestone Unthinnec 
20i 
Staney Limestone VS 
b 10 
0.000 .050 .100 .150 
.025 .075 .125 .175 
0.00 .25 .50^ .75 1.00 
.13 .38 .63 .88 
Overstory PAR Transmission Overstory PAR Transmission 
3 
Goose Till Unthinned Goose Till Variatble-Spaced 
0.00 .25 .50 .75 
13 .38 .63 .88 .13 .25 .38 .50 .63 .75 .88 
Overstory PAR Transmission Over^ory PAR Transmission 
7 2 
Polk Organic Unthinned 
O 20 
u 
O.O) 13 .25 .38 .50 ,63 .75 
;06 19 .31 .44 .56 .69 .81 
Pojk Organic Variable-Spaced 
16"  
Overstory PAR Transmission Overstory PAR Transmission 
( 
Polk Mineral Variable-Spacec Yatuk Till Variabie-Spaced 
.025 .050 .075 .100 .1^5 .150 
.038 .063 .0)87 .113 138 .65 .70 .75 .80 85 .90 
Overstory PAR Transmission Overstory PAR Tran^smission 
Appendix C Vertical Staicture Profiles 
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Appendix D Lifeform Percent Cover 
Percent cover of shrubs and herbs lrteasiu«d an macroplots (0.10 hectare) in control and variably 
spaced sites three to four years ayftex tiiiivning, Staney and Polk. Percent cover me^vired on pte-
treatment transects ir> control, variable-spaced, and fixed-spaced sites oiie year ̂ er thinning,v 
Yatuk and GdOse. (i S. D. = Standard D^ation; 2 CV. g Coefficient of Variation) 
PERCENT COVER 
SHRUBS 
PERCENT COVER 
HERBS 
Site Mean S.D.I C.V.2 Mean S.D. ON. 
Polk Organic- ' •  :  *  
i 
Control 34 6 33.0 105% 14.3 22.5 64% 
Variat}te-Spaced 38.5 33,3 116% 23.0. 32.4 71% 
, Staney Till • 
Control 22.5 22.4 100% 12.4 17.5 71% 
Variable-Spaced 20.1 220 91% 9.7 14.7 66% 
Polk Mineral 
Control 3.3 5.0 66% 0.0 0.6 0% 
Variable-Spaced 34.6 29.1 119% 0.0 0.0 0% 
Staney Limestone L 
Control 20,1 29.7 68% 0.2 0.3 67% 
Variable-Spaced 41.3 31 . 133% 1.1 1,7 65% 
Yetuk Till y 
Control 17.1 14.5 118% 13.7 11.2 122% 
Variable-Spaced 9.0 9.6 94% 11.6 11.9 97% 
Fixed-Spaced 11.3 10,6 107% 12.6 11.8 107% 
Yatuk Limestone 
Control 9.9 10.9 91% 1,1 1.2 92% 
Variable-Spaced 13.3 12.0 111% 2.9 4.1 71% 
Fixed-Spaced 15.6 12.2 123% J2.3 5.5 42% 
Goose Till -
Control 4.8 6.0 fio% 1.9 2.1 90% 
Variable-Spaced 6.3 ^ 6.8 93% 4.7 5.2 90% 
Fixed-Spaced 6,5 5.8 112% 3.5 4.5 78% 
